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Philo 2957
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
COVERING

LEGS

FILLING

COMFORT

Leather

Soft Cover

Wood

Plastic

Arms

Seat cushion

Foam

Upholstered
Fiber

Back cushion

Foam

Castors
Fiber
Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Feather

Feather

Firm Comfort

Standard Comfort

Bed

Electric motion

Motion

Removable

Nails

Contrast Stitching

FUNCTION

OPTIONS

Fiber

Metal

Recliner

Sliding

NOTES
Philo is a sofa with a unique style, with its refined quilting and specially-shaped metal feet that
give it a modern and elegant aspect.
The clear and precise shape of the armrests and backrest pair perfectly with the softness of the
padding, offering a peerless comfort and a stunning visual impact. Philo naturally becomes the
true focal point of any space in which it is placed.
Available with Soft Touch mechanism that changes the seat and back cushion position with a
simple tap.
The model has internal soft touch buttons on the arm to activate the mechanism.
Model has power combined headrest. ATTENTION! The headrest opens first followed by the
footrest; then the headrest has one final extra rotation for comfortable TV watching position.
Stationary versions have manual headrests.
Thanks to ZeroWall mechanism, seat and back cushions can be reclined at a great length
without moving sofa away from the wall.
Version 560, a three seater sofa where each seat has its own electric mechanism.
Tight Seat Cushion (the seat cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)
Tight Back Cushion (the back cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)
Wood Frame
Without Feet Assembled (the feet will be in a bag inside the package)
Plastic Wrap (the model will be wrapped in a plastic bag)
Feet available in metal finishings 77 (Glossy Chromed) / 78 (Black Chrome)
Feet height 13,0 cm
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